Psychology 311
Email Homework Submission Instructions
Please email your files to
james.h.steiger@vanderbilt.edu
Include the following:
Your assignment, either as an Rmd (R Markdown) file or and Rnw (LaTeX-Sweave file that can
be compiled by Knitr).
A compiled version of your assignment, either as an Html, Word, or PDF file.
Any additional files need for your file to be compiled by RStudio. In checking over your work,
generally I will only look at the compiled version, unless I see problems, in which case I may try
to recompile your document. In that case, I will create a debugging directory and copy all files in
your submission into that directory. It is important that all files needed to compile your
document are attached.
Name your main document the same as the subject header, except with the appropriate
extension. For example, if you submit an Rmd file for the first homework, and your name is
James Steiger, it would be named P311_HW_01_STEIGER_JAMES.Rmd, according to the system
described below on the next page.

Subject Header Instructions
Below are instructions for the Subject header for your email. Please follow the instructions
carefully. In particular, use uppercase letters as shown.
The general format for the Subject header is:
P311_HW_##_LASTNAME_FIRSTNAME_REV_#
where ## is a two character integer representing the lab number, in the format 01,02,03 etc.,
and _REV_# is an optional character sequence representing the revision number. This will
normally be blank, since the student will normally submit only one version of an assignment.
However, if the student discovers and error and wishes to submit a modified assignment, they
should add the _REV _A (or _REV _B for a second revision) accordingly.
Examples
James Steiger’s first submission of Homework 1:
P311_HW_01_STEIGER_JAMES
James Steiger discovers an error and resubmits a revised Homework 1:
P311_HW_01_STEIGER_JAMES_REV_A
James Steiger discovers yet another error and re-resubmits Homework 1:
P311_HW_01_STEIGER_JAMES_REV_B
Gillian Starkey’s first submission of Homework 5:
P311_HW_05_STARKEY_GILLIAN

